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Rhodes
Fellowship
Due Date: 11:59 pm EST on
the first Wednesday of
October, 2022
Campus Date: 11:59 pm EST
on the first Wednesday of
September, 2022

Affiliation(s): Oxford
Fields of Study: Course of study must be at Oxford
justifiable program
No academic specialization; US citizen; 100
scholarships Academic excellence – specific
academic requirements can be found under
‘Eligibility Criteria’ on the website.
Energy to use your talents to the full (as
demonstrated by mastery in areas such as
sports, music, debate, dance, theatre, and
artistic pursuits, including where teamwork is

www.rhodesscholar.org

involved).
Truth, courage, devotion to duty, sympathy for
and protection of the weak, kindliness,
unselfishness and fellowship.
Moral force of character and instincts to lead,
and to take an interest in your fellow human
beings.
At least 3.7 GPA
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British Marshall
Fellowship
Due Date: Late September/Early October
2022
Campus Due Date: Beginning of
September
www.marshallscholarship.org

Fulbright Fellowship
Due Date: Mid October 2022
Campus Due Date: Beginning of
September
https://us.fulbrightonline.org/applicants

Countries: Africa & the Near East, C.
Amer., S. Amer., Caribbean, E. Asia,

Affiliation(s): Any U.K. institution
Fields of Study: Any
GPA: 3.7, U.S. citizen from 8 regions
50 Scholarships; good for two years
Marshall Scholarships finance young
Americans of high ability to study for a
degree in the United Kingdom. Up to fifty
Scholars are selected each year to study
at graduate level at an UK institution in
any field of study.

Pacific, S. Asia, Europe, Mexico, Canada
Fields of Study: Any
During their grants, Fulbrighters will meet,
work, live with and learn from the people of
the host country, sharing daily experiences.
The program facilitates cultural exchange
through direct interaction on an individual
basis in the classroom, field, home, and in
routine tasks, allowing the grantee to gain
an appreciation of others’ viewpoints and
beliefs, the way they do things, and the way
they think. Through engagement in the
community, the individual will interact with
their hosts on a one-to-one basis in an
atmosphere of openness, academic integrity,
and intellectual freedom, thereby promoting
mutual understanding.
Grant lengths and dates vary by country.
Please consult the specific country
summary for details.
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Boren Awards
Scholarship/Fellowship
Due Date: February 2023
Campus Due Date: January 2023

Goldwater Scholarship
Due Date: TBA
Campus Due Date: November 15, 2022
https://goldwater.scholarsapply.org/

www.borenawards.org

Fields of Study: Science, Math,
Criteria: Should have a desire to work in
the federal government. Undergraduate
and graduate awards. Must study in an
eligible world region.
Scholarship: Fund study abroad by U.S.
undergraduate students in world regions
critical to U.S. interests.
Maximum awards are determined by
duration abroad:
Up to $25,000 for 25-52 weeks
(preferred)
Up to $12,500 for 12-24 weeks
Up to $8,000 for 8-11 weeks (STEM
majors only)
Fellowship: Fund research and language
study proposals by U.S. graduate
students in world regions critical to U.S.
interests.
Maximum awards are determined by
duration abroad:
Up to $25,000 for 25-52 weeks
(preferred)
Up to $12,500 for 12-24 weeks
Up to $12,000 for domestic language
study (optional)

Engineering, Research only
Usually 3.8+ GPA, written essay, US
citizen, permanent resident
450 Scholarships; up to $7,500 per year, 4
nominations by faculty
By providing scholarships to college
sophomores and juniors who intend to
pursue research careers in the natural
sciences, mathematics and engineering,
the Goldwater Foundation is helping
ensure that the U.S. is producing the
number of highly-qualified professionals
the Nation needs in these critical fields.
Over its 30-year history, Goldwater
Scholarships have been awarded to
thousands of undergraduates, many of
whom have gone on to win other
prestigious awards like the National
Science Foundation’s Graduate
Fellowship, Rhodes Scholarship, Churchill
Scholarship and the National Defense
Science and Engineering Graduate
Fellowship that support our Scholars’
graduate school work. Today, Goldwater
alumni can be found conducting
research that is helping defend the
Nation, finding cures for catastrophic
diseases and teaching future
generations of scientists,
mathematicians and engineers.
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National Science
Foundation Scholarship

Harry S Truman
Scholarship

Due Date: TBA
Campus Due Date: TBA

Due Date: February 2023
Campus Due Date: January 2023

www.nsf.gov

www.truman.gov

Fields of Study: education, training

Fields of Study: Government, non-profit,

projects in fields of science and

education; Graduate studies in law,

engineering

social work, public health, education

Proposal must be submitted online by

Criteria:

academic institution
11,000 grants awarded; dollar amount
varies

Service-learning initiatives, campus
religious groups, student government,
advocacy groups and community
outreach groups are often good
audiences for the Truman message.
600 apply for up to 65 scholarships
Extensive record of campus and
community service
Commitment to a career in
government or the nonprofit and
advocacy sectors;
Communication skills and a high
probability of becoming a "change
agent"
Strong academic record with likely
acceptance to the graduate school of
the candidate's choice.
Full-time college junior/senior, U.S.
citizen
Award: $30,000
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Ford Foundation Pre-Doctoral Fellowship
Due Date: TBA
Campus Due Date: TBA
https://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/index.htm

Through its program of fellowships, the Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of
the nation’s college and university faculties by increasing their ethnic and racial diversity,
maximize the educational benefits of diversity, and increase the number of professors who
can and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students.
Predoctoral, dissertation, and postdoctoral fellowships are awarded in a national
competition administered by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine on behalf of the Ford Foundation.
Eligibility to apply for a Ford fellowship is limited to:
All U.S. citizens, U.S. nationals, and U.S. permanent residents (holders of a Permanent
Resident Card); individuals granted deferred action status under the Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrivals Program;1 Indigenous individuals exercising rights associated with the
Jay Treaty of 1794; individuals granted Temporary Protected Status; asylees; and
refugees, regardless of race, national origin, religion, gender, age, disability, or sexual
orientation;
Individuals with evidence of superior academic achievement (such as grade point
average, class rank, honors or other designations); and
Individuals committed to a career in teaching and research at the college or university
level in the U.S.

Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowship for New America
Due Date: End of October 2022
Campus Due Date: TBA
https://www.pdsoros.org/

Field of Study: Any for Graduate Study
Criteria: Bachelor Degree or senior college student
The Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships for New Americans program honors the contributions of
immigrants and children of immigrants to the United States. Each year, we invest in the
graduate education of 30 New Americans—immigrants and children of immigrants—who
are poised to make significant contributions to US society, culture or their academic field.
Each Fellow receives up to $90,000 in financial support over two years, and they join a
lifelong community of New American Fellows.
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The Mitchell
Scholarship: USIreland Alliance
Due Date: End of September 2022
Campus Due Date: Beginning of
September 2022
https://www.usirelandalliance.org/mitchellscholarship/a
pplicants/questions

Scharzman Scholars:
China
Due Date: End of September 2022
Campus Due Date: Beginning of
September 2022
https://www.schwarzmanscholars.org/

Every year, a new class is selected to
represent the world’s next generation of
leaders — high-caliber individuals with

Up to twelve Mitchell Scholars between
the ages of 18 and 30 are chosen
annually for one academic year of
postgraduate study in any discipline
offered by institutions of higher learning
in Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Applicants are judged on three criteria
scholarship, leadership, and a sustained
commitment to community and public
service. The Mitchell Scholarship

open minds and limitless potential who
will serve to deepen understanding
between China and the rest of the world.
Schwarzman Scholars are selected from
an international pool of distinguished
candidates. Prospective Scholars are
expected to demonstrate academic
excellence, exceptional results in their
field and outstanding leadership
qualities.

Program provides tuition,
accommodation, and a stipend for living
expenses and travel.

The Udall Foundation
Due Date: Beginning of March 2023
Campus Due Date: TBA
https://www.pdsoros.org/

The Udall Foundation awards scholarships to college sophomores and juniors for leadership,
public service, and commitment to issues related to Native American nations or to the
environment. In 2021, the Udall Foundation anticipates awarding 55 scholarships of up to
$7,000 each.

